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FUNCTIONS OPERATING ON POSITIVE DEFINITE
MATRICES AND A THEOREM OF SCHOENBERG

BY

JENS PETER REUS CHRISTENSEN AND PAUL RESSEL

Abstract. We prove that the set of all functions/: [-1, l]-»[-l, 1]

operating on real positive definite matrices and normalized such that/(l) =

1, is a Bauer simplex, and we identify its extreme points. As an application

we obtain Schoenberg's theorem characterising positive definite kernels on

the infinite dimensional Hubert sphere.

In his famous paper Positive definite functions on spheres [6], I. J. Schoen-

berg proved the following result: every continuous function/: [—1, 1]-»R

which has the property that /«x, y}) is a positive definite kernel on the

infinite dimensional Hubert sphere, has a power series representation with

nonnegative coefficients. He obtained this result by first proving finite dimen-

sional analogues involving ultraspherical polynomials and then going to the

limit. As a by-product he acquired this representation for all continuous

functions operating on positive definite matrices.

In the present paper we get a slightly more general result (without continu-

ity assumptions) in a completely different way. Our main result is that the set

of all functions on [—1, 1] operating on positive definite matrices and

normalized in a suitable way forms a Bauer simplex (i.e. a Choquet simplex

whose set of extreme points is closed) and that the monomials t h» tn

together with their two limit points are precisely the extreme points of this

simplex (Theorem 1). Using an approximation argument we obtain Schoen-

berg's theorem for the infinite dimensional Hubert sphere (Theorem 2).

Theorem 3 finally characterises the functions of the form 1 —/, where

f((x,y}) is positive definite on the Hilbert sphere and/(l) = 1.

Some related results have been proved by Rudin and Horn. Rudin [5]

showed that a function defined on the open interval ] -1, 1[ and leaving

invariant only the positive definite Toeplitz matrices can be represented as a

power series with nonnegative coefficients. The idea of Rudin's proof is rather

different from Schoenberg's and from ours. Horn ([3, p. 270]) proved that a

function defined on ]0, oo[ which leaves invariant the cone of positive definite

matrices with nonnegative entries must be absolutely monotonie and there-
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fore ([8, p. 146]) analytic with nonnegative coefficients.

Let us recall some definitions: a real n X «-matrix (a¡J) is positive (semi)

definite if and only if it is symmetric and
n

2  cicJaif> 0
V-l

for all (cx,... ,c„) E R". The matrix (a¡¡) is called conditionally negative

definite if and only if it is symmetric and
n

2      CiCjOyK   0
ij-i

for all (c„ ..., c„) G R" such that "2n¡=xc¡ = 0. There is a very close connec-

tion between these two types of matrices: (aj) is conditionally negative

definite iff (e~'a¡¿) is positive definite for all t > 0 (cf. [4]). If X is a nonempty

set, then a function cp: X X X->R is called a.positive [conditionally negative]

definite kernel if and only if for every finite subset {xx,..., x„) C X the

n X /i-matrix (<p(x,, xy)) is positive [conditionally negative] definite.

We introduce Cx to be the set of all functions/: [—1, 1]-»R such that

(f(a¡j)) is positive definite whenever (a¡f) is positive definite and \a¡j\ < 1 for

all /, / = 1,..., n. By the Schur Product' Theorem ([7, p. 14]) C, is a

multiplicative closed convex cone in R[_1'1]. It is immediate that each/ E Cx

is nonnegative on [0, 1]. For t E [-1, 1] the matrix (} ',) is positive definite,

hence so is

//(I)    /(')]

1/(0   /0)j
if/ E Cx, and the determinant criterion for positive definiteness gives us

|/(0| </(l)   for all/E[-1,1].

Therefore Kx:= {/ E C,|/(l) = 1} is a compact convex base for the cone

Cx.
In order to prove our main result, Theorem 1 below, which identifies the

extreme points of Kx, we need two lemmas which we prove first.

Lemma 1. For all n E 2N0 + 1 the kernel (s, t) h» |cos(j — t)\" on R2 is not

positive definite. For all n E 2N the kernel

(s, t) i-» |cos(i - t)\" sgn(cos(s - r))

is not positive definite.

Proof. We only prove the first statement. That the second one is also true

can be seen in a completely analogous way. Let n E 2N0 + 1 and assume that

|cos(s — t)\" is positive definite on R2. By Bochner's theorem (cf. [2]) there

exists a symmetric probability measure ju on R such that
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|cos t\n = (°° e"x d[i(X) - f °° cos(tX)dix(X)   for all t E R.
•'■-co J— oo

From |cos 77|" = 1 we see that ¡i(2Z) — 1. Now (cos t)2n is the characteristic

function of p'-= v*2n where v'-= j(e_x + ex). The measure p is concentrated

on [—2«, 2n] n Z and p* ¡i = p, hence ju([ —«, «] n Z) = 1. But « is odd,

therefore ju({-«, «}) = 0 and n([-(n — 1), n - 1] n Z) = 1 contradicting

the fact that /i * ju({2«}) = p({2n}) > 0.   □

Lemma 2. Let f E C, and t E{-\, 1]. Pw/ /,(.$):= /(s) + /(■$/), /2(í):= /(s)

- f (st) for s E [— 1, 1]. Thenfx andf2 also belong to C,.

Proof. Let (a,-,) be a fixed positive definite n X «-matrix, \a¡j\ < 1 for all /,

j = I,..., n, and let (c,,..., c„) £ R" also be fixed. Define F: [-1, 1] -» R
by

We claim that P G CP In fact for any positive definite m X m-matrix (bpq),

\bpq\ < 1 for &\\p, q = 1,..., m, and for all (dx,..., dm) E Rm we get
m m n

S    dpdqF(bPq) =22   dpdqc¡Cjf{bpqa¿
P,q=l p,q=i   ij=l

which is nonnegative because the tensor product (a¡f) ® (bpq) is positive

definite, too. In particular

\F(t)\<F(l) =2 ciCjf{au)

and this shows that/,,/2 both belong to C,.   Q

Theorem 1. TAc? jei Kx is a Bauer simplex whose extreme points consist of

the monomials t h» t", n E N0, and the discontinuous functions 1{1} — lj_1}

fl«c/ 1{_U}.

Proof. Let/ E ex(ATj) and t E [-1, 1]. By Lemma 2 there exists a con-

stant A = X(t) > 0 such that

f(s) + f(st) = A/(i)   for all s E [ -1, 1 ],

hence X = 1 + /(r) and therefore

f(st) = f(s)f(t)   foralUre[-l, 1],

i.e. / is multiplicative. It is well known that there exists a E [0, oo] such that

for all s E ]0, 1], f(s) = sa where 1°°:= 1, ¿°°:= 0 Vs E ]0, 1[. If a < oo is

not integer then there exists a positive definite matrix (a¡f) with a¡j > 0 such

that (a¡") is not positive definite; see [3, pp. 270-271] for an elementary proof

of this fact. We conclude that a E N0 = (0, 1, 2,..., oo}. If a = oo then
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/= 1{_U} or/= 1{1) - 1{_I}. Let a = « E N0 be finite. If/(-l) = 1 then

/(i) = \t\"; by Lemma 1, « has to be even, therefore

/(*)-/"   for all/€[-1,1],

except for the special case that « = 0 and/(r) = l[-i,i]\{0}(0- If/(— 1) = —1

then/(r) = \t\" ■ sgn(r) and for n > 0 we get again from Lemma 1 that « must

be odd, i.e.

f(t) = t"   forallrE[-l, 1]

holds again.

Two cases are left:

/(r) = sgn(j)   and  /(/) = sgn2(i) = l[-i,1No}W-

We shall show that these two functions do not belong to Kx. Let r, = 0,

t2 = it/2 and t3 = rr and put ay := \ + cos(t¡ — t), i,j = 1,2, 3. The matrix

(*)-

is positive definite, but

A-= (\]0,X](a ¡j)) =
1 1 0
1 1 1
0    1     1

has not this property, because (1,  -1, l)A(l,  — 1, 1)'= - 1 < 0. This

finishes the first half of the proof.

Let T:= {t H> t"\n E N0} u {1{,} - l{_i}, 1{-i,i}}- By the Schur Product

Theorem the functions t h» /" belong to Kx and so do their two limit points,

hence T Q Kx. Let K0:= {/: [-1, l]-»[-l, l]\f(st) = f(s)f(t) Vî, t E
[-1, 1], /(l) = 1}. In Theorem 2.3 of [1] we have shown that K0 = ex(P),

where P denotes the set of all/: [-1, 1] -> [-1, 1] which are positive definite

in the semigroup sense, i.e. which fulfill

n

2   cic/(sisJ)>0
tj-l

for all n E N and for all [sx,.. . ,sn] Q [-1, 1], (c,,..., c„) E R", normal-

ized such that/(l) = 1. Thus we have

ex(AT,) ÇT CKX n ex(P)

and finally ex(A:¡) = T.

It is very easy to see that every function in Kx has a unique integral

(= series) representation over T. Therefore Kx is a Bauer simplex.   □

Let H denote a fixed infinite dimensional real Hubert space with scalar
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product <•, • > and denote by £:= {x E H\ \\x\\ = 1} the unit sphere of H.

Restricted to S the scalar product is a mapping into the interval [—1, 1] and

plainly for every/ E Kx the composed map/«x,.y» is a positive definite

kernel on S X S. The next theorem shows that the converse of this result also

holds.

Theorem 2 (cf. Schoenberg [6, Theorem 2]). Letf: [-1, 1] -» [-1, 1] be a

function such that

(1)/(D = 1.
(2) /«x, 7» is a positive definite kernel on S X S.

Then f belongs to Kx.

Proof. Let (a¡J) be a positive definite k X Ä>matrix, \a¡\ < 1 for all i,j =

\,...,k and let (cx,..., ck) E Rk. We have to show that 1¡k¡J=xcicJ(aif) > 0.

There exist vectors xx,..., xk E Rk such that a» = <x,-, xf) V/,/. Without

loss of generality we assume that H = /2(N) and define x,a = (x,a(l),

x,a(2),... ) E H, 1 < i < k, 1 < a < « (« being some fixed natural num-

ber) by

x¡(p)

V1 - lk-1
o

x¡áp) '■=

(Note that ||x,||2 = a¡¡ < 1.) Then

\Xia> Xjß) =

if 1 < p< k,

iîp = k + (i - 1)« + a,

else.

<*,., Xj) = a¡j    ifíT^/,

||x,||2 = an       if / = j and ai- ß,

1 if / = / and a = ß,

and putting dla:— cjn for/ «■ 1,..., k and a = 1,..., « we have

k n

0 <   2 2      diadjßf{(Xia> Xjß))
ij=\   a,/3=l

- 2 ctfW + ̂    2 clf(aj + I /(l) 2 cf
i*j

k

1 = 1
n i=i

- 2   ciCJ(a^ + -
V-l

/(I) 2 cf - 2 cif(aä)
i=i i=i

This holds for all «EN, hence 0 < 'ZkiJ=xc¡cJf(a¡) showing that (f(aif)) is

positive definite.   □

Let (a0) be positive definite, \atJ\ < 1 for all i,j, and let/ E Kx. Consider

the new matrix (1 — f(a¡j)); we claim that it is conditionally negative definite.

Indeed, for (c„ ..., c„) E R", 2"=1c, = 0, we have
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2   c,.c,(l-/(<*,))=- 2   ciC/(a^<0.
ij=l 'j=l

This shows that 1 - /belongs to the closed convex cone C2 of all functions h:

[ — 1, 1] -> [0, oo [ which satisfy the two conditions

«(1) = 0 and

(h(a¡j)) is conditionally negative definite whenever (a¡J) is positive definite,

1*1 < 1 v/,/.
The function g'-= 1 — / belongs even to the subset K2 of C2 consisting of

all h E C2 such that «(0) < 1, and furthermore g is a negative definite

function on the multiplicative semigroup [ — 1,1] in the sense that

VumiQCjttoQ < 0 for all «EN, i>„ ..., s„) E [-1, 1]" and (c„ ..., c„) E
R", 2?.,^ = 0, cf. §3 in [1]. By Proposition 3.5 in [1] we have

\g(s) - g(0)| < g(s- 0) = g(0)   Vs E[-l, 1]

implying that K2 is a compact convex base for the cone C2.

Theorem 3. The transformation $: Kx -» K2 defined by $(/):= 1 —fis an

affine homeomorphism.

Proof. The only nontrivial point which remains to be proved is that

$(KX) = K2. Let g E K2, then e~'s belongs to Kx for all / > 0 and by

Theorem 1

e-«W = fit(s)    Vt > 0   y s E [ -1, 1]

where the ju/s are Radon probability measures on K0, concentrated on the

closed subset T (see the proof of Theorem 1 above for the definition of K0

and T) and where fi, denotes the transform of ¡i, in the sense of [1, §1]. From

Remark 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 in[l] we conclude that g is negative definite

on the semigroup [— 1, 1] and

g(s)=f        (I - p(s)) dp(p)  VjE[-1,1]

where the finite positive Radon measure u is the vague limit of (¡it\K0\

[\))/t, i->0. This shows that jti is also concentrated on T. Note that

g(0) = ¡l(T \ {1}) < 1 and that therefore

/(*):=/       p(s)dli(p) + \-li(T\{\])
JT\{\)

belongs to Kx. Finally 1 — / = $(/) = g.   fj

Corollary 1. For every g E K2 there exist uniquely determined a_2, a_x,

ax, a2,.. . > 0, 2a„ < 1, such that
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*(') = 2 4,0 - '") + a-i<2- 1(-1}(J) + l]-i,u(i)) + «-2li-i,u(5)
n=l

/or a//s E [-1, 1] (c/. Theorem 3 /« [6]).

Corollary 2. /fg: [-1, l]-»[0, oo[, g(l) = 0, g(0) < 1 has the property

that g((', • » is a conditionally negative definite kernel on the infinite dimen-

sional Hilbert sphere, then g E K2.

(This follows immediately from Theorem 2.)

Remark. The functions operating on positive definite matrices we have

considered in this paper were defined on the interval [ — 1, 1]. The analogous

problems for functions on [0, 1] have similar answers (and their proofs

become a bit easier). It turns out that the set of all/: [0, 1] -> [0, 1] such that

/(l) = 1 and such that (f(a¡f)) is positive definite whenever (ay) is positive

definite and 0 < au < I for all /,/, is a Bauer simplex whose extreme points

consist of the monomials and their limit l^Xy Theorems 2 and 3 also have

their obvious counterparts.

We thank the referee for suggesting detailed improvements and for his

valuable literary advice.
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